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Beltane is the perfect celebration and time to look back to your previous year, observe failures, successes, and draw out a new path for the future. It's a good time to set new goals, as the energies are more beneficial for every Satanist to be in closer contact with the Gods.

Our Gods have undisputed power on these Satanic Days. Their providence and care will be felt strongly on these days, even to those who are not as open yet. Beltane, was traditionally a date ascribed to King and Lord Beelzebul, the one who dwells on the Highest House.

This is the best time for people to inquire to Father Satan for communication, and keep an open mind about "how" your answers will arrive.

I want to officially instate that on April 30th, which is, an extremely important date for Satanism and the Joy of Satan also, our Gods are celebrated.

Astarte's previous stolen holiday, of fertility, love and passion, is all that is beautiful with this world. Beelzebul is venerated on the 30th of April, by classical calendar.

On this date, we are reminded that our Gods are not so far from us, as we may think they are. On this night, every Satanist should take some time, to thank the Crowned Princes for all progress made in the last year.

This signifies the start of the New Satanic Year. The astrological year begins on the first degree of the sign of Aries.

Traditionally, feasting, orgies, and celebrations of fertility are key to this date.

Life celebrates on this day, unlike the enemy who celebrates a stolen celebration even in name, "Easter", stolen from Astarte, celebrating the death of an irrelevant jew.
After this was to be concluded, and these forces of nature were satisfied, there begins the creative labor of the New Satanic Year. The importance of this is heavily esoteric.

I want to also publicly thank Beelzebul for all his responsible care and support, and everything he and the Gods are doing for the JoS which is their dwelling on the earth, and everything they do for everyone.

In Spiritual Satanism, the path if upwards and towards development. The Gods do help everyone. One must help themselves by also doing meditation and being open and receptive to wisdom. We should be glad and happy to be at the company of the Great Gods, and in that they are looking out for our well-being.

Beltane has always been for the JoS a date for being humble, looking back, and emboldening ourselves for the future. It's a major time where I believe, at least personally, it's important to appear in front of the Gods and ask for their counsel and advice, so that one can improve. With open ears, and willing to listen, above all.

I want to also, finally, remind some words from the Al Jilwah to everyone here, that are characteristic for us in this time for the year:

_It is my desire that all my followers unite in a bond of unity, lest those who are without prevail against them._

We exist here as a community to empower each other, and distribute blessings and power, and light to one another. This is Satan's Intention. In our community there must be ever growing spring, without an end, for the gifts of Satan are endless, and gifts grow the moment they are shared.

We wish everyone a beautiful and fruitful New Satanic Year, and may everyone receive more blessings. Remember, family first: JoS is a manifestation of the largest Satanic Family, first and foremost, a university, a shelter, a war unit, a garden of hope and renewal.
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